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Positive Parts. Negative Parts,

3002 _ 90000 2 (40 x 300) = 24000
40= = 1600 2 ( 4 X 300) - 2400

2(40x4)= 320
42 = 16 - 26400

91936
26400

65536, the square of 256 as before.

CHAP. VII.

Ofthe Extraction o/^ Roots applied to Compound Quantities.

317. In order to give a certain rule for this operation, we
must consider attentively the square of the root r/-|-i, which
is a-^ -\- 9,ab -\- />% in order that we may reciprocally find the

root of a given square.

318. We must consider therefore, first, that as the squai-e,

a* -f- 9,ab -|- &% is composed of several terms, it is certain

that the root also will comprise more than one term ; and
that if we write the terms of the square in such a manner,
that the powers of one of the letters, as a, may go on con-

tinually diminishing, the first term will be the square of the

first term of the root; and since, in the present case, the

first term of the square is a", it is certain that the first term
of the root is a.

319. Having therefore found the first term of the root,

that is to say, a, we must consider the rest of the square,

namely, 2ab -\- 6'^, to see if we can derive from it the second

part of the root, which is b. Now, this remainder, 2ab -{-

b'', may be represented by the product, (2a -\- b)b ; where-
fore the remainder having two factors, (2« -|- 6), and b, it is

evident that we shall find the latter, Z>, which is the second

part of the root, by dividing the remainder, 2ab -{- b^, by
2a-\-b.

320. So that the quotient, arising from the division of the

above remainder by 2a -f- b, is the second term of the root

required ; and in this division we observe, that 2a is the

double of the first term a, which is already determined : so

that although the second term is yet unknown, and it is

necessary, for the present, to leave its place empty, we may
nevertheless attempt the division, since in it we attend only
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to the first term Sa ; but as soon as the quotient is found,

which in tlic present case is /i, we must put it in the vacant

place, and thus render the division complete.

321. The calculation, therefore, by which we find the

root of the square a^ -j- ^ah -\~ b", may be represented thus

:

a'--\-2ab^b\a-\-b
«2

^a-\-b) ^ab-\-b'

QabJrb"

0.

322. We may, also, in the same manner, find the square

root of other compound quantities, provided they are squares,

as will appear from the following examples

:

a^+ 6ab + 9b" (a+ 36
a"

2a-j-3Z») 6ab-^m
Qabi-db-

4!a"— iab + b' {^a~b

ki-b) —^ab\-b"
—4>ab-\-b''

0.

S)p'+ 24/;<7+ 1 Qq' (Sjj + 4r/

9p-

^4>pq-{-16q-

25ar'-60.r+ 36 (5a:-6
25.r"

lO.r-6) -60r + 36
-()0r + 36

0.
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323. When there is a remainder after the division, it is a

proof that the root is composed of more than two terms.

We must in tliat case consider the two terms ah'eady found

as forming the first part, and endeavour to derive the other

from the remainder, in the same manner as we found the

second term of the root from the first. The following ex-

amples will render this operation more clear.

a^+2ab—^c--2bc+b'''+ c" {a+b-c
a*

2a+ b) 2ab-2ac-2bc+ b^+ c''

2ab +6"

2a-{-2b—c) —2ac-2bc + c^

-2ac-2bc^c'-

0.

2a*+ a) 2aH3a'
2a^-\- a"

ga*+2a+l) 2a^+2a+l
2«^+ 2«+l

0.

2a'-2ab) -4>a^b-\-8ab'+W
-4rt^^>-f4a'62

2a'-4a6-2&'0 -^a'b'+ Sab^-^-^b*

-4a^b' + 8ab'+4>h*

0.
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2a^-6a'b+ 3ab^) 6a*b^-20a'>b^+15a''b^

6a^b''— 18aib^+ 9^%*

2a^-6a-'b-\-6ab--b^) — 2a^P+ 6a-'b*—6ab'+ b('

- 2aW+ 6a''b*—6ab'+ b^

324. We easily deduce from the rule which we have ex-

plained, the method which is taught in books of arithmetic

for the extraction of the square root, as will appear from the

following examples in numbers

:

529 (23
4

2304 (48

16

43) 129
129

88) 704
704

0. 0.

4096 (64
36

9604 (98

81

124) 496
496

188) 1504
1504

0. 0.

15625 (125
1

998001 (999
81

22) 56
44

189) 1880
1701

245) 1225
1225

1989) 17901
17901

0. 0.

325. But when there is a remainder after all the figures

have been used, it is a proof that the number proposed is
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not a square ; and, consequently, that its root cannot be
assigned. , In such cases, the radical sign, which we before

employed, is made use of. This is written before the quan-
tity, and the quantity itself is placed between parentheses,

or under a line : thus, the square root of a^ -\- hr is repre-

sented by ^/(a' -f Z>-), or by ^/a" -f- b~\ and V(l — •^'')> o^

v/ 1 — J^S expresses the square root of 1 — .r^. Instead of

this radical sign, we may use the fractional exponent {,
and represent the square root of a^ -\- h"^ for instance, by

CHAP. VIII.

Ofthe Calculation o/^ Irrational Quantities.

326. When it is required to add together two or more
irrational quantities, this is to be done, according to the
method before laid down, by writing all the terms in suc-

cession, each with its proper sign : and, with regard to ab-
breviations, we must remark that, instead of ^a -f- V^, for

example, we may write 2 ^a ; and that ^a — ^a = 0,
because these two terms destroy one another. Thus, the
quantities S -}- -v/^ and 1 -f ^% added together, make
4 + 2^/2, or 4 -i- V8 ; the sum of 5 + a/3 and 4 - v3,
is 9; and that of 2v/3 -\- 3^2 and v3 — V^, is 3^3 -f-

2-V/2.

327. Subtraction also is very easy, since we have only to

add the proposed numbers, after having changed their signs

;

as will be readily seen in the following example, by sub-
tracting the lower line from the upper.

4- v/2-|-2V3-3v/5-l-4v/6
l + 2v/2 -2v/3-5/5 + 6s/6

3-3v/2-i-4^/3-1-2v/5-2a/6.

328. In multiplication, we must recollect that s/n mul-
tiplied by v« produces a ; and that if the numbers which
follow the sign ^/ are different, as a and Z>, we have ,s/ah for

the product of ^a multiplied by ^/h. After this, it will be
easy to calculate the following examples

:


